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SAFE HARBOR DISCLOSURE

During the course of this presentation, TIBCO or its representatives may make forward-looking statements regarding future events, TIBCO’s future results or our future financial performance. Although we believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are reasonable, these expectations or any of the forward-looking statements could prove to be incorrect and actual results or financial performance could differ materially from those stated herein.

TIBCO could experience factors that could cause actual results or financial performance to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement made in connection with this presentation. TIBCO does not undertake to update any forward-looking statements that may be made from time to time or on its behalf.
DISCLAIMER

This document (including, without limitation, any product roadmap or statement of direction data) illustrates the planned testing, release and availability dates for TIBCO products and services. This document is provided for informational purposes only and its contents are subject to change without notice. TIBCO makes no warranties, express or implied, in or relating to this document or any information in it, including, without limitation, that this document, or any information in it, is error-free or meets any conditions of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means without our prior written permission.

The material provided is for informational purposes only, and should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision. The information is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion.

During the course of this presentation TIBCO or its representatives may make forward-looking statements regarding future events, TIBCO’s future results or our future financial performance. These statements are based on management’s current expectations. Although we believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are reasonable, these expectations or any of the forward-looking statements could prove to be incorrect and actual results or financial performance could differ materially from those stated herein. TIBCO does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time or on its behalf.
The following information is proprietary information of TIBCO Software Inc. Use, duplication, transmission, or republication for any purpose without the prior written consent of TIBCO is expressly prohibited.
1. Brief overview of the Internet of Things
2. Why choose TIBCO for the Internet of Things?
3. What is zero-code IoT?
4. IoT reference architecture
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Three Key Takeaways

#1: The Internet of Things is about more than the “things”!

#2: Decide what really matters and invest accordingly!

#3: The IoT doesn’t have to be difficult or expensive!
Overview

What is the Internet of Things?

Why should I invest in the Internet of Things?

Where should I invest in the Internet of Things?
What is the Internet of Things?

Where is that voice coming from?

Did I turn off the stove?

Are we operating at maximum capacity?
Why should I invest in the Internet of Things?

- Simplify real-time engagement
- Enable new business models
- Improved agility and smarter processes
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Where should I invest in the Internet of Things?
Why TIBCO?

Why choose TIBCO for the Internet of Things?
**Why choose TIBCO for the Internet of Things?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIBCO’s leading technology…</th>
<th>…combined with NEW Fast-Start Accelerators…</th>
<th>…provides what Digital Businesses need now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Fast Data Platform | TIBCO Accelerators | Digital Solutions |
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Why choose TIBCO for the Internet of Things?

Cloud

Ease of Use

Industrialization
Intro to Zero-Code IoT

What is zero-code IoT?
How does zero-code IoT work?
Can you do this?
How does zero-code IoT work?
Can you do this?
How does zero-code IoT work?

What about this?
How does zero-code IoT work?
What about this?
How does zero-code IoT work?

What about this?
How does zero-code IoT work?

What about this?
Then you can do THIS!
Reference Architecture

What does an IoT architecture look like?
IoT Reference Architecture

EVENT PROCESSING

ANALYTICS

Historical

Real-Time

Legacy Systems

Big Data

Integration
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"Can I interest you in a firewall for your toaster?"
Three Key Takeaways

#1: The Internet of Things is about more than the “things”!

#2: Decide what really matters & invest accordingly!

#3: The IoT doesn’t have to be difficult or expensive!
About TIBCO

TIBCO Software empowers executives, developers, and business users with Fast Data solutions that make the right data available in real time for faster answers, better decisions, and smarter action. Over the past 15 years, thousands of businesses across the globe have relied on TIBCO technology to integrate their applications and ecosystems, analyze their data, and create real-time solutions. Learn how TIBCO turns data—big or small—into differentiation at www.tibco.com.